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My non GMO hero
John roulac. Founder of nutiva. Founder of gmo inside. anti -gmo activist. Is there anything 

this man can’t do?



This name may sound familiar, as he was a part of the soil challenge. Well, he didn’t stop there! 
His company, nutiva, produces all non gmo products, most notably hemp foods and coconut 

oil.



 Most companies put profit first and people second, but he has demonstrated that he genuinely cares about his customers by 
providing them with all organic, non gmo products that are good for your health!he also helped to found the home 

composting movement as we know it today, and is an advocate for hemp based products(yet another pgc he relates to). He has 
even founded three nonprofit ecological groups, including the nutiva nourish foundation!



 More than anything, though, he has made it his mission to spread awareness about the danger 
of gmos! His company, gmo inside focuses on raising consumer awareness through social 

media- definitely a huge platform! 



They are hounding big food companies to take the GMOs out of their products and make food that is good for our health and the 
environment. They have targeted companies like Cheerios, Hershey, and Girl Scout Cookies- everyday brands that you ordinarily 

wouldn’t think twice about, but can have a detrimental effect on your health. 



Some of their current projects are aimed at stopping genetically engineered wheat, which many 
of us eat every day. A very important project is getting GMOs out of baby formula- this is 

critical, because babies are in the most important stage of development and need to be getting 
proper nutrition!



They don’t just focus on GMOs, though- they also focus on reducing large companies’ 
environmental impact through water regulation and reduction of animal agriculture.



Roulac could have chosen to turn his back on the environmental and health problems that 
exist in our society; he is certainly rich enough that he could simply buy organic and not be 
affected. However, he didn’t do that- he decided that he had a responsibility to improve the 
world. John Roulac has dedicated his vast resources to a worthy cause- and he is making the 

world a much better place for it!
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